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Microsecond relaxation dynamics in a cavitating surface layer of bulk water superheated by a TEA CO2

laser was studied using contact broadband photoacoustic spectroscopy. Damped nanosecond and microsecond
oscillatory pressure-tension cycles recorded by an acoustic transducer are related to oscillations of steam
bubbles of different sizes exhibiting strong dissipative losses and collective �coalescence and percolation�
phenomena. These measurements also give important insight into basic parameters, characteristic spatial and
temporal scales, and the mechanism of laser ablation of absorbing liquids in the thermal confinement regime.
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Bubble cavitation is an extremely random and not well-
understood phenomenon that occurs in fluids in the form of
bubble clouds, vortices, or filaments �1� and exhibits even in
systems of two bubbles a number of interesting collective
effects such as bubble attraction and repulsion, coalescence,
and frequency up-conversion �2�. In such multibubble sys-
tems, bubbles, as quasi-steady-state density fluctuations, in-
teract with each other via surrounding transient thermal and
acoustic fields. In many cases such acoustic emission of os-
cillating bubbles provides the most efficient collective inter-
action �cross-talk� of neighboring bubbles, strongly affecting
their dynamics �2,3� and, in particular, very interesting
bubble collapse features such as acoustic �shock� wave emis-
sion �2,4� and sonoluminescence �5�. However, compared to
systems of single or several visible bubbles, the collective
dynamics of multiple bubbles in bulk cavitating fluids cannot
be easily visualized by means of common high-speed or
pump/probe optical techniques �2,4,6� or x-ray scattering
technique �7�, while in some cases such dynamics can be
studied for bubbles on surfaces �8�. In contrast, acoustic
emission of oscillating bubbles at different frequencies �typi-
cally in the MHz range� can be detected and spectrally re-
solved by means of broadband acoustic spectroscopic tech-
niques, potentially providing important information about the
characteristic frequencies of bubble oscillations, their rela-
tive abundance and lifetimes, as input thermodynamic pa-
rameters and characteristic temporal, and spatial scales for
theoretical—phenomenological �9� or molecular dynamics
�10,11�—simulations of explosive boiling phenomena. To
our knowledge, there have been no such acoustic studies of
collective bubble dynamics and interbubble interactions in
multibubble systems to date.

In this paper we report use of a contact broadband pho-
toacoustic �PA� spectroscopy to study microsecond relax-
ation dynamics of multiple micron-sized steam bubbles syn-
chronously generated in a micron-thick layer on a free
surface of bulk water superheated above its explosive boiling
threshold by a TEA CO2 laser. In this geometry, acoustic
waves emitted by bubbles interact with other bubbles during

their propagation within the surface layer providing inter-
bubble interaction. The acoustic waves exhibit strong damp-
ing of their rarefaction phases due to enhanced absorption of
tensile waves in bubbly liquids �10,12� driving bubble
growth �ultrasonic cavitation�. Because the superheated layer
is thin, these waves can escape it without a significant inter-
action with bubbles in the perpendicular �normal� direction
to the layer. The corresponding oscillatory pressure-tension
acoustic transients p�t� recorded normal to the layer in the
acoustic farfield using a state-of-art broadband point acoustic
transducer carry rich information about these bubbles and
their interactions. The recorded transients, when subjected to
Fourier analysis, give characteristic bubble oscillation fre-
quencies and amplitudes of such oscillation modes �i.e., rela-
tive abundances of bubbles of different sizes�, while widths
of corresponding spectral lines represent bubble lifetimes.
These important basic parameters of bubbles measured using
broadband PA spectroscopy, may provide unique information
about the dynamics of individual bubbles and their collective
interactions.

In the PA experiments a 10.6 �m, TEA CO2 laser beam
�TEM00, 100 mJ/pulse, the 100 ns �FWHM� initial spike
storing about �1�50% of the total energy, with a 0.7 �s tail,
1 Hz repetition rate� was focused by a ZnSe spherical lens
�focal distance L=10 cm, Gaussian focal spot radius �1/e
�0.2 mm� at normal incidence onto the free surface of bulk
deionized water in a container made of a plastic tube of a
height H�8 mm. Laser energy was varied using a number
of clear polyethylene plastic sheets �20% attenuation per
piece� and was measured in each pulse by splitting off a part
of the beam to a pyroelectric detector with digital readout
�Gentec ED-500�. The front quartz window �thickness h
�3 mm� of a fast acoustic transducer �LiNbO3 piezoele-
ment, nearly flat response in the 1–100 MHz frequency
range, manufactured in the Laboratory of Laser Optoacous-
tics at Moscow State University� served as the bottom of the
container. The relatively small laser spot on the water surface
provided PA measurements in the acoustic farfield, resulting
in differential shapes of recorded transients �13� distorted by
diffraction �the diffraction parameter �H+h� /LD�1, where
LD=�f ��1/e

2 /Cl is the diffraction length �13� for acoustic
pulses with frequencies f =1–102 MHz and the speed of
sound in water Cl�1.4 km/s �14��. A LeCroy storage oscil-
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loscope �Wavepro 940� was used to record electrical voltage
transients �Fig. 1� �delayed by the 8 �s needed for the cor-
responding acoustic transients to propagate in water and the
quartz window� from the transducer, while no transients were
detected without the laser pulse heating the water surface or
with the transducer not in contact with the water container.

PA measurements were performed at various laser flu-
ences F in the range 0.8–11 J /cm2 �Fig. 2�, where the near-
spinodal explosive boiling of a superheated near-surface wa-
ter layer of a thickness equal to a temperature-dependent
absorption depth for the CO2-laser radiation, �w�10.6 �m�
�8–10 �m �15�, accompanied by visible expulsion of a wa-
ter jet occurs above the corresponding threshold FB
�1.7±0.3 J /cm2 �see similar thresholds for similar TEA
CO2-laser temporal pulse shapes in Refs. �16,17��.
At F�FB the volume energy density in the super-
heated water layer at the end of the laser spike,
���1�FB /�w

*�10.6 �m��1.0 kJ/cm3 �for �1�0.5 and

�w
*�10.6 �m��9 �m �15��, corresponds to maximum water

temperatures T=590–600 K �18� which are close to spinodal
temperatures of water at positive external pressures P,
Tspin�P	0���0.9–1�Tcrit�580–647 K �18�. For F
FB,
the main bipolar acoustic pulse �t=0–0.2 �s, inset �a� in
Fig. 1� with the FWHM parameter equal to that of the laser
spike exhibits threshold-like increase of the compressive
pressure amplitude pcomp �Fig. 2�, indicating the appearance
of the explosive boiling effect �19�. Its actual temporal shape
with a predominant compression �positive� phase transforms
to a bipolar one with predominant rarefaction �negative�
phase due to the diffraction effect in the acoustic farfield �13�
where data acquisition was performed.

Accompanying the intense bipolar pulse at F
FB is a
pronounced oscillatory tail that begins right after the laser
spike �t	0.2 �s� and lasts for t=0–12 �s �Fig. 1�, where
the signal is not perturbed by the acoustic echoes in the water
layer appearing after time instants t�12, 24, and 36 �s, re-
spectively �inset �b� in Fig. 1�. This tail represents cavitation
dynamics of steam bubbles in the form of pressure-tension
cycles—bubble growth �p�t�	0�, shrinkage and collapse
�p�t��0�, and rebound �the next positive stage of p�t��
�1,2�—at characteristic frequencies f �20–40 MHz �Fig. 1�.
Similar oscillations �typical f =16, 20, or 25–30 MHz
�16,17,20�� were earlier detected in water at similar laser
fluences, if point acoustic detectors were used to avoid the
destructive interference of acoustic waves emitted by mul-
tiple bubbles at different positions in the near-surface laser-
superheated water layer, and were interpreted as oscillations
of bubbles produced around micron-sized solid dust �e.g.,
soot� species suspended in water �16�. However, in this work
no oscillations were observed on a �s time scale in the
acoustic transients at F�FB, indicating that the origin of
such multi-MHz bubbles is related to sub-�s explosive ho-
mogeneous boiling in the near-surface superheated water
layer at F
FB.

Temporal evolution of bubble clouds in explosively
boiling water is clearly observable in the time frame
t=0–12 �s �Fig. 1�, where low-amplitude pressure oscilla-
tions occur at different frequencies f decreasing as a function
of time: f �15–40 MHz at t=0.2–1.4 �s, f �5–15 MHz at
t=1.5–3 �s, while for t	3 �s there are very pronounced 1
and 2 MHz oscillations. This dynamics of various frequency
components is more evident in amplitude FFT spectra of the
waveform �Fig. 3� taken in the interval t=0–12 �s using a
1 �s time window. These spectra show rapid population of
the lower-frequency �1–5 MHz� oscillation modes at the ex-
pense of the higher-frequency �20–40 MHz� modes. How-
ever, when plotted versus time �Figs. 4�a� and 4�b��, the am-
plitudes p�f� of all these modes demonstrate a damping
effect during t=2–4 �s with lifetimes ��f� about 1 �s ���f�
values extracted from half-widths of corresponding spectral
modes in Fig. 3 are 0.7–0.9 �s�, which is consistent with
complete permanent decrease of the total acoustic power
�t���p�t��2 for t�1.5–2 �s �see the inset in Fig. 4�.
Importantly, at the end of this process the amplitude
p�1 MHz� of the characteristic oscillation at the lowest fre-
quency f �1 MHz �Fig. 3� exhibits a gradual increase until
t�8 �s �Fig. 4�, when the final population decay of the

FIG. 1. Acoustic waveform p�t� recorded in water at F
�3.5 J /cm2. The insets show the same waveform on the time
scales t=−0.1–1.5 �s �a� and t=−3–47 �s �b� with the 8-�s delay
subtracted. The main bipolar signal and acoustic echoes are marked
as “signal” and #1–3.

FIG. 2. Compressive pressure pcomp as a function of laser flu-
ence F. FB�1.7 J /cm2 is the corresponding explosive boiling
threshold of water.
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mode occurs at a rate 0.7 MHz ���1 MHz��1.5 �s�. Other
modes with intermediate frequencies f �18.4 and 5.9 MHz
show in Fig. 4 similar, but smaller peaks at earlier t�3 and
4 �s, respectively. Surprisingly, these experimental results
including characteristic dynamics of vapor bubbles in bulk
water, their oscillation frequencies and damping times are in
good agreement with similar results for surface mi-
crobubbles in liquid nitrogen �8�.

The microsecond damping of steam bubble oscillations
and the consequent “red” shift of their amplitude FFT spectra
accompanied by the final damping of bubble oscillations at
the lowest frequency of 1 MHz can be interpreted in terms of
separate physical processes experimentally demonstrated for
individual or twin bubbles �2� and illustrated in MD simula-
tions �10�. In particular, one can consider, respectively: �1�
dissipative losses to acoustic emission, heat diffusion, and
viscous effects during t�3 �s for all initial steam bubbles
�oscillation frequencies of 1–40 MHz� nucleated via homo-
geneous boiling mechanism at temperatures T�590–600 K
and pressures P*�107 Pa �the saturated vapor pressure
of water Pw

S�593 K��107 Pa �18�� during the 100 ns laser
spike; �2� the resulting reduction of size and energy of these
bubbles leading to their enhanced coalescence �in the
collapse phase �2�� during t�3–8 �s and giving larger
bubbles oscillating more slowly �the “red” spectral shift�;
�3� coalescence and coarsening of the intermediate
bubbles for t�8 �s to the maximum possible size �diameter�
Dmax��w

*�10.6 �m��9 �m followed during t�8–11 �s
by collapse of the final bubbles resulting in expulsion of

microjets �micron-sized water droplets� �12,16,21� or by
further growth of the bubbles that is confined within the
superheated cavitating water layer �percolation� and may
ended up with spallation of the partially disintegrated top
liquid layer �10�.

In conclusion, in these photoacoustic spectroscopic stud-
ies of a thin cavitating layer on a surface of bulk water su-
perheated by TEA CO2 laser radiation up to its liquid/vapor
spinode curve, we have revealed firm indications of micro-
second dynamics of steam bubbles including their relaxation,
cavitation, coarsening, and percolation resulting in the final
removal �lift-off� of the disintegrated liquid layer in the form
of vapor/droplet mixture. Providing the first direct experi-
mental support for the qualitative results of corresponding
molecular dynamics simulations, our results may give also
important insights into basic thermodynamic parameters,
temporal, and spatial scales, as well as the mechanism of
laser ablation in the thermal confinement regime.

FIG. 3. Amplitude FFT spectra p�f� of the acoustic waveform
in Fig. 1 taken using a 1 �s time window in the time intervals
t=0.3–1.3 �s �a�, 3.3–4.3 �s �b�, 7.3–8.3 �s �c�, and 9.3–10.3 �s
�d�.

FIG. 4. Time dependences of FFT amplitudes p�f� for main
spectral modes in Figs. 1 and 3: �a�—1 MHz �circles�, 28.4 MHz
�squares�, and 36.5 MHz �down triangles�; �b�—5.9 MHz �rhombs�
and 18.6 MHz �up triangles�; the arrows show positions of their
intermediate peaks. The inset demonstrates relaxation of the acous-
tic power  during the time interval t=0–1.5 �s.
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